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M ti ti
Motivation

E i ti g D
Existing
Definitions
fi iti

The early phases of design require careful attention, especially in the
presence of multiple sources of lifecycle uncertainty, such as changing
technologies and mission applications. Considering the “ilities”
ilities of a system,
such as changeability, adaptability, flexibility, and survivability, gives decision
makers a more sound basis for differentiating between design alternatives
and hedging against uncertainty.

Goal

Biology

Evolvability
The ability to change the state of a family of systems in a
realizable subset of a possible parameter space through
some regulated
l t d process off variation
i ti and
d selection
l ti
across
generations.
g

Evolvability typically refers to the capacity to evolve, the propensity
t evolve,
to
l
th
the lik
likelihood
lih d off success off an evolution,
l ti
or th
the capacity
it
to produce genetic variants
variants. An example definition from literature is
“an
a o
organism’s
ga s s ab
ability
ty a
and
dp
propensity
ope s ty to modify
od y its
ts internal
te a state in
order to change across generations”. The key points of biological
evolution are variation, selection, generations, and inheritance.

State – a particular set of design vectors that describe the system.
system

This research seeks to add evolvabilityy to the list of measurable “ilities.” Our
goal is to find a formal,, interdisciplinary
g
p
y definition for evolvability.
y The
definition should be general
g
enough
g to encompass
p
applications
pp
from all
fields and be free of unnecessaryy ambiguity.
g y

Method
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Rather than start from scratch,, we will attempt
p to work backwards from
existing
g definitions of evolvability
y from various fields in order to back out a
general definition. While the ultimate g
g
goal is to use evolvability
y to
characterize systems,
y
, the prevailing
p
g connotation of evolvabilityy relates to
biology.
gy In this first phase
p
of research we are using
g biology
gy to inform our
definition-forming
gp
process.

Engineering Systems
Much variation exists in the definitions of evolvability in the engineering
systems field (hence the need for this research)
research). Many of the existing
definitions would fall into the SEAri-defined categories
g
of changeable,
g
adaptable, and flexible. Some definitions also focus on modularity.

1

2

Initial
State (s)

Parameter
p
Space

Variation

Possible Parameter Space – The range of parameters that are possible given
current state and environmental context.
Realizable
R
li bl Parameter
P
Space
S
– The
Th subset
b
off possible
ibl parameters that
h can be
b
realized
li d given
i
specified
ifi d constraints.
t i t
Regulated Process – The variation and selection of possible states
states.
Generation – The time between successive iterations of corresponding
evolutionaryy processes
p
(e.g.
( g variation to variation).
)

Examples

Generation

Realizable
Unrealizable

Evolution refers to evolutionary algorithms and genetic
algorithms that involve iterative changes and fitness
calculations. There is some ambiguity
g y between whether or
not the change agents are internal or external; based on
previous
i
workk towards
d defining
d fi i -ilities,
ili i
this
hi begins
b i to
overlap with adaptability and flexibility definitions
definitions.

Family of Systems – the population of interest of systems with the same mission
(size ranging from one to many).

Biology
System

A closed human population

Satellite system (e.g. GPS constellation)

State

Distribution of characteristics of human
body/mind (e.g. height, # of fingers, etc.)

All components,
components interfaces,
interfaces processes,
processes and
operations of a satellite

Parameter
Space

Combinations of ranges for all
characteristics

The combination of possible ranges for all
components, interfaces, processes

Realizable

All permutations of traits present in a
generation.

Determined by stakeholders in terms of
cost and time

Reproduction (variation); natural selection
( l ti )
(selection)

Informed decisions by a design team:
conceptt creation
ti (variation);
( i ti ) tradespace
t d
exploration (selection)

Average time between one
one’s
s own birth
and the birth of their offspring.
p g Currently
y
approximately 20-25 years

Production “blocks”
blocks

Selection
Final
State (s)

Regulated
Process

Generation

Metrics Development
Time
Inheritance

Generation
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• Determine appropriate number of
metrics to quantify definition.
definition

Generational Step
p

Aerospace

What’s Next?

Realizable
Parameter Space

Case Study Applications

• Apply the new definition to existing systems to test its
generality and applicability (and update)
update).

• Determine feasibility of a generalized • From applications,
applications gain insight into developing metrics
metric.
and characterizing
g the evolvability
y of systems.
y
• Create a framework for developing
p g a • Develop
p design
g p
principles
p
to derive system
y
evolvability.
y
case-specific metric.
• Investigate design principles in both historical examples
• Generalize to systems of systems.
and current projects still in the design phase.
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